Newsletter.
Friday 12th June 2020 - Week Nine Term Two
Te Kupu o te wiki
whakarongo = Listen

Readings for 11th Sunday
in Ordinary Time.

What a great day we had for our onesie lunch
celebration. Thank you to all the parents who
helped in their child's home learning. This week in
R.E we have been learning about God's creation
and how we can identify His presence in our world.
We drew a landscape scene to show God's beauty
using watercolour pencils. Next week homework
will resume as well as home reading books sent
home each night.

Over the last couple of weeks the children have
been learning about digital technology. They have
been looking at how computers work including the
parts that make up the inside of the computer.
They have looked at input and outputs and have
learned about the language that the computer
talks in—binary code. They have written their
names using this code.

Week 7 8th – 12th June (Green)
7th Trinity Sunday
11th St Barnabas, apostle
Many symbols try to explain and represent the Trinity.
This is the Triquetra an early Trinitarian design found
especially in Great Britain. For Catholic its three equal
arcs represent equality, its continuous line expresses
eternity, and the interweaving represents indivisibility.

Matthew 9:36-10:8

Keeping Ourselves Safe

We will be holding a family meeting for
those who wish to attend in relation to
the delivery of the NZ Police Keeping
Ourselves Safe programme.
The meeting will run for approximately
30 minutes and will be held in Room 3

@ 12.45pm on Tuesday 16th June.

Reminder - if
your contact
details including
phone numbers
and address have
changed, please
let the office
know by email.
Thank you

Reminder - we
ask all children
to bring their
own drink bottles to school to
avoid drinking from a
shared facility.

BOOK FAIR Will be held next Thursday 1 8th
June from 2pm to 4.30pm.
Payment options: prefer cash but there is the
ability to pay online if need. Orders must be
done through school so that we can claim a percentage of sales. We get 30% of sales over
$750! Held downstairs -follow the arrows.
SEE YOU THERE

Addison
Winter uniform choices.

Also a fork if they
need for their lunch.

School Calendar:
TERM 2

Emily
June:
16th

12.45pm Parent Meeting
Keeping Ourselves Safe

19th

9.30am - Sacrament of
Baptism

19th

Hot Food Friday - Nikka

20th

Emilie’s Birthday

22nd BOT Meeting 6pm
25th

Alyssa’s Birthday

26th

Sports Day

26th

Hot Food Friday - still to be
sorted - any volunteers?

July:
1st

11am - Sacrament of
Reconciliation

3rd

Hot Food Friday - Getulio

3rd

Last Day of Term 2

Weather Conditions and School Closures:
The decision to delay opening or closing the school is made
by a designated group of schools around the Dunedin area.
This group then notifies local media, this generally means
that we will find out about it in the same way and at the same
time as you. If the school is closed for the day, or starting
late, a post will be put on our Facebook page and an email
sent out to all families. Please be aware that the school
phone may not be monitored.
The following radio stations may broadcast school closures
from 6.50am:
The Hits (Dunedin) Facebook Page
Radio Dunedin 1305 AM
The Breeze 98.2 FM
More FM 97.4 FM
At all times families are to consider their own safety with
regards to travel to and from school in adverse weather conditions.

